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Today: Blockstack Names are Domains

I am ablankstein.id



Domains are Just Zonefiles and Owner Addresses

I am ablankstein.id

{
  "address": "34bNQUVgyhSrA8XpM4HkerHUUdNmLpiyj7", 
  "blockchain": "bitcoin", 
  "expire_block": 567765, 
  "last_txid": "5473161ab5e765fc2e2074d88ad8364bb45bcff10de2494bc112e...", 
  "status": "registered", 
  "zonefile": "$ORIGIN ablankstein.id\n$TTL 3600\npubkey TXT...",
  "zonefile_hash": "67a10ca28d589ddd917ef76d553a1e395d800e97"
}
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Domains are Registered on the Blockchain
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User registrations require 6 
blocks to complete

Problem 2:

Registration requires paying 3 
TX fees + domain fee:

0.0086BTC = $40



Solution: Subdomains

I am aaron.blankstein.id

blankstein.id zonefile

aaron:

tom  : 

aaron.blankstein.id zonefile

  tom.blankstein.id zonefile

Domain

Subdomain

Subdomain



Subdomains are owned by the user

Only the user’s private key can issue valid updates to the zonefile

(Just like domains, a subdomain name is “owned” by a bitcoin address”)

Trade-off: Domain operators can censor user zonefile updates by ignoring 
updates or registrations.

Subdomain Ownership Properties
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Registering Subdomains
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client

Please register m
e!

UPDATE ZONEFILE

Registrar can batch 
registrations and include many 

in a single transaction!

Registrar pays 1 TX fee for 
~20 registrations



Compared to domains, subdomains are:

Faster to register

As fast as 1 block (~10 minutes)

Cheaper in aggregate

~20 subdomains per tx fee ⇒ 0.00002 BTC/name or ~$1

More easily subsidized by registrar

Subdomain Registration Improvements



Support Today
https://core.blockstack.org/v2/users/created_equal.self_evident_truth.id



Support Today

Blockstack indexers already resolve subdomains

Prototype resolver code is already living in:

https://github.com/blockstack/blockstack-core

Documentation (docs/subdomains.md)

We’re working on testing and deploying our own subdomain registrar to support 
user registrations

https://github.com/blockstack/blockstack-core

